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AVAILABLE
AT A STORE
NEAR YOU!
If you don’t already have a copy of our print edition, it’s now available at even more booksellers and gift stores across Canada and the U.S.—including select Anthropologie stores.
Peruse the pages of beautiful pictures of your favourite spaces, plus brand-new places,
inspiration, DIY projects and more! Click here for a complete list of stockists.
If you can’t find a brick-and-mortar store near you, you can visit our online shop
and order your copy today!
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We’re so happy to have
Donna shooting for
Covet Garden. You
may have seen her
work in magazines such
as House and Home,
Chatelaine and Better
Homes and Gardens.

Toronto photographer
Valerie has been shooting people, places and
things for over eight
years. She also recently
added mom to her list
of accomplishments.
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welcome
Can we talk about how delightful this month’s
homeowners Nina and Melissa are? Nina has
a dry wit, Melissa is bubbling with energy and
they are both incredibly warm and welcoming.
We think their personalities fit together like
puzzle pieces and that their joy of life really
comes across in the flow of their home and
their collections. Nina says that the current
incarnation of their home is a result of much
downsizing, but it’s also an evolution—a story
of how two people’s passions inspired not
only each other but us as well. We hope you
love their place as much as we do!
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pattern recognition
Artists Melissa and Nina combined their collections to
create a very fine house photography by Donna Griffith
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“We’re at a point
in our lives where
we’re more
homebodies,”
says Nina. The
blue cabinet in
the living room
is full of vintage
games (Clue,
anybody?)

n

ina and Melissa
have inhabited this
Parkdale house for
over a decade. They have been together for even
longer—17 years—having met as grad students
in Chicago.
In their work as artists, they’re interested in telling stories. Nina is currently working on a project
about women who worked with code—radio operators at Bletchley Park and spies in France—
during WWII, and with her background in textile
design, Melissa creates new works that reference

history while incorporating vintage elements.
Since every space in the home is a time capsule
in itself, we thought we’d go through the couple’s
abode room by room to get the story of how it
came to be, starting with the living room pictured on the previous spread. It’s furnished with
a cool mid-century chair and sofa that belonged
to the previous owners of the house (which the
couple reupholstered and were later distressed
by their beloved cats). It also showcases their
very different approaches to the kinds of things
they collect.
covetgarden.com
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opposite:
“I have become
much more
selective,” says
Nina about
collecting. “We
have so much, so
at various times
we switch up
what we want
to look at.”

a

s soon as you enter,
you’re struck by the
great beauty and
quality of their possessions. Nina calls herself a linear thinker from a family of architects and furniture
makers (she’s a cousin of Janna from Covet Garden
issue 37). Her collections of small-scale houses,
naive art, teak furniture and models of radio
towers reflect that history. Melissa calls herself “a
wondering thinker” who is thrilled by the hunt at
auctions and thrift shops and estate sales. She
has an eye for retro textiles, games, curios and jigsaw puzzles. These homely additions to the space
add extra wit and warmth to the environment.
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They also help energize the rooms. “I’m a minimalist,” says Nina. “Melissa is a pattern freak. She loves
mixing floral and plaid. We both approach our work
in the same way. It’s more about the object and the
meaning and the stories.”
Finding the balance took years of evolution. “I’ve
had to hold back and Nina’s had to let go,” says
Melissa. The current configuration of the living and
dining rooms also reflects their own timeline. After
helping Nina’s mom downsize recently, they decided to declutter themselves (although the house
with the red roof comes from her mother’s place).
They’ve also taken on new interests.

the space
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t

he kitchen is also a collaboration. “It was the nastiest part
of the house, but we lived with
it for 10 years,” says Nina. “Eventually we had to do
something because we wanted to cook together.”
Melissa likes to watch the birds and read, so the
duo worked with Dean Goodman of LGA Architectural Partners to design a space that would connect the kitchen to the outdoors with a big window
and a perch for the pair to have breakfast.
The work surfaces also make a nod to nature and
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history. The countertop is made from a slice of a
single tree found in Quebec. The ash for the cabinets was salvaged from around Lake Ontario.
Melissa’s real pride and joy is the backsplash,
which was made from her collection of vintage
Paint By Number art. She worked with Witold
Grabowiecki, a cabinetmaker, to engineer a way
to install the piece. The result is an artwork
that’s personal but also very popular among
visitors, prompting Melissa to explore the possibility of making backsplashes for others. “This
one helped me downsize.”

the space

On her attraction to wooden
objects, Jen
says, “I’m interested in the layering of things.”
covetgarden.com
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Melissa worked
with cabinetmaker Witold
Grabowiecki to
create a door
covered in
vintage fabric.

the space
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the space

o

n the second floor,
you’ll find the guest
room, bathroom and
Nina’s office. You’ll also find a virtual archive of
objects that track the couple’s work and interests.
The bright blue-and-white bathroom, for example, is
home to a collection of vintage tins and textiles.
The retro items generally come from Melissa, who
has a knack for finding terrific tchotchkes.

in part because these everyday artifacts hold a
secret of someone’s domestic life.

Melissa started out her artistic life as a textile
printer and designer. And although she has
since branched out into making films and creating installations, fabrics still influence just
about everything she does. “I know that one
part of my attraction to textiles is my feminist
understanding of women’s work,” says Melissa.
But these objects are not all about kitsch. “I re- “I love learning about the labour intensity of
spond to ideas,” says Melissa. “A lot of my work women’s work—man works from sun to sun but
is about reclaiming found and discarded objects,” woman’s work is never done!”
covetgarden.com
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w

hile we are
fascinated
by the way
Melissa’s and Nina’s aesthetics work together, one
of the keys to the home’s harmonious balance is
that each has her own work area. “It’s important
to have thinking space,” says Melissa, who has a
studio in the back of the house, while Nina occupies a two-room office/studio on the second floor.
“I teach full-time,” says Nina, who is an associate
professor at York. “My hours are irregular.” Having a separate space allowed her to do her thing
without disrupting the household, but the space
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has also adapted to her changing work pattern:
now that she does most of her work at a studio
in the Junction or at school, she says, “These
two rooms were my studio, but now the cats
have them.”
The space serves as a library too. We could
have spent the day just poring through the
eclectic titles—everything from Pulitzer Prizewinning literature to semi-lurid lesbian pulp
fiction. Nina describes herself as a “visceral
artist,” and while her design tastes may run to
the minimalist, the books reflect her charming
and witty personality.

the space
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the space
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the space
opposite:
The third floor
attic is where the
TV resides—here
technology is tempered by a mix
of Scandinavian
simplicity and
vintage finds.

t

he third storey is home to Nina
and Melissa’s bedroom and a
small sitting room. It’s a former
attic space with slanted ceilings and odd little
recesses. But that suits the pair just fine. The
sitting room has a comfy couch, a chair and the
television (”I don’t like walking into a house and
the first thing I see is a TV set,” says Nina).
In the bedroom, a window area provides a nook for
reading and enjoying the view of the everchanging
neighbourhood (“When we first moved in, it was all
older folks sitting on the front porch,” says Nina.)
They made the most of the limited footprint by

keeping the furnishings to the basics, but, says
Nina, “we didn’t want an ultra modern, cold
hard space.” So in the bedroom are rustic finds,
like the antique dresser that fits perfectly into a
little nook.
Of course colourful and creative textiles also
go a long way toward energizing a minimalist
space. Because they are artists, having a visual
environment is important, and Nina is in awe of
Melissa’s ability to mix things up and to bring
home the perfect fabrics from antique markets
and auctions. Which brings us back to these
women being like puzzle pieces. Their aesthetics, says Melissa, “blend in an interesting way.”
covetgarden.com
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thespace
space
the
One of Cody’s
favourite finds is
this Texans, Inc.,
Howard Kron–
designed ceramic
owl TV lamp
from the 1950s.

covetgarden.com
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i

n the back of the house, in a former garage, sits Melissa’s thinking
space and studio. When we visited,
she was just finishing a large-scale mural for a
glass wall at the children’s section for the new
Kitchener Waterloo Public Library commissioned
by LGA Architectural Partners.
The studio is also home to Melissa’s tremendous
collections of fabrics and jigsaw puzzles. In a
way, these objects are her reference library—a
well of material and inspiration for her art. Her
most recent works use scenes pulled from jigsawpuzzle pieces to create images that are arresting
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because they suggest an incomplete sense of
nostalgia—that all stories are part of a continuum
and in real life nothing is ever finished.
Melissa started collecting jigsaws during a period
when she was ill. Working on puzzles to keep
her mind sharp during her recovery, she noticed
patterns in the piece shapes themselves and
started switching them back and forth to create
new work. The history also interested Melissa.
“In the early 1940s, jigsaw cutters were made
from sewing machines for women to earn extra
money. Each cutter developed her own signature
pieces—such as a duck—to identify her work.”

the space
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the space
opposite:
Melissa’s collection of classic
jigsaw puzzles,
organized
by maker.
Each company
had its own
signature style.

a

nd sure enough, a
few days after visiting Melissa and
Nina’s home, we found a handmade jigsaw puzzle at a garage sale. It had pieces shaped like a
duck, a fish, a pipe, a man’s head and a butterfly,
among others.

designer. Her brother and cousin are architects and
her aunt was one of the first collectors of Canadian
folk art. Nina’s mom made matching clothes for
her sisters and brother when they were kids. These
elements all come into play when they talk about
collecting miniature houses or homespun goods.

“I dream about buildings and different kinds of
Then we started noticing other patterns and interiors all the time. There is something profound
signatures in Melissa and Nina’s spaces and to me about interior space,” says Nina.
stories. Both women come from large, close-knit
families, and their collections also celebrate and How does it all fit together? Melissa’s textiles inreflect that history. Nina’s father was in the fam- tersect nicely with Nina’s collection of folk art.
ily furniture business. Her mom was an interior Adds Melissa, “We’ve influenced each other.”
covetgarden.com
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who?
Melissa Levin (right) has been involved in
a range of practices, including installation,
mixed media, video and printed textiles.
She has produced several commissioned
works for architects. She collects and uses
undervalued and discarded objects in her
visual art. Currently she is obsessed with
vintage jigsaw puzzles and mixes them
together to make new works.
She has a BFA from Philadelphia College
of Art and an MFA from the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago.
Nina Levitt (left) has been a visual artist
for over 25 years. A graduate of Ryerson
University’s Media Studies program, she
received her MFA from the University of
Illinois in Chicago.

what are you reading?

links
• Melissa’s website
• Nina’s website

melissa

Her practice is primarily concerned with
the ways women have been imaged and
imagined in popular culture. She is currently
in Fan the Flames: Queer Positions in
Photography at the AGO. Nina is an associate professor in the Department of Visual
Art and Art History at York University.

What’s your secret superpower? NINA
30
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the profile

what are you listening to?
1. Rough Travel for a Rare Thing
by Bill Callahan

What historical figure would you like to have
lunch with?
MELISSA: Does Mary Poppins count?
NINA: Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas. In
Paris, of course!

2. Storytelling by Belle and Sebastian
3. The Masterworks of Satyajit Ray
4. Wakin on a Pretty Daze by Kurt Vile
5. Castlemusic by Jennifer Castle
6. Lost the Plot by Fiver

Whom do you quote the most?
MELISSA: “There is nothing in the essence
of our being that preordained the length of the
present moment,” said Manfred Clynes, a brain
researcher. That describes my sense of timing
to a T!
NINA: “Less is more,” according to Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe.

nina

What’s your Achilles heel?
MELISSA: Indecision and clock time.
NINA: My cat Pearl, online Scrabble (12 games
currently on the go), my morning coffee (see below), reading The New Yorker every week cover
to cover-—at the expense of finishing books.
What’s the best advice you’ve ever received?
MELISSA: Take more chances! It was said to
me in a dream by my late sister Jackie just after
she passed away.
NINA: You need therapy.

A: If I told you I’d have to change it!
covetgarden.com
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PATTERN PLAY
Melissa’s ability to pair unexpected patterns showed
us how to mix it up a little with these fantastic prints
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the style
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1. Green Ivy Style Dutch wax block print top, $42 2. Tom’s Strappy Wedges in Blue Mixed
Rope, $80 3. Minä Perhonen Dress, price available on request 4. Simone’s Rose Boutique
Nani Iro print skirt, $188 5. H&M Loose Fit Trousers, $20 6. Miss Albright Lexington Canvas
Tote, $118 7. Sousou Rectangle One Piece Dress in Higashiyama Landscape, $99 8. Khokho Designs African Print Necklace, $20 9. J.Crew Valentina Printed Pumps, $278 10.Block
Shop Sundial scarf in Indigo, $120 11. Tribal Groove Skinny Pencil African Print Wax Skirt,
$83 12. Mara Hoffman Ananda Swimsuit, $256 13. Gorman Winter Harvest Dress, $269
covetgarden.com
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ICED OUT

Nina made many wonderful cups of her joe for us, so we
made a java-inspired ice cream in tribute photography by Valerie Wilcox
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the project
COCONUT COFFEE ICE CREAM
2 14-oz cans of quality full-fat coconut milk
(roughly 3½ cups)
1 cup strong brewed coffee
1½ tsp vanilla extract
1 tsp coconut extract
1 cup coconut sugar
¼ cup sweetened shredded coconut

4. Transfer the ice cream to a freezer-safe
container and let harden for several hours.
Serves 8 to 10.

1. Bring coconut milk and coffee to a simmer in
a saucepan over medium heat and whisk until
well combined (about 5 minutes).
2. Turn heat off and whisk in vanilla and coconut
extract. Transfer to a bowl to let cool completely
in the fridge (at least 6 hours, up to overnight).
3. Pour the chilled mixture into your ice cream
maker and prepare according to manufacturer
instructions. Add the shredded coconut during
the last minute of churning.

covetgarden.com
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WE ALL SCREAM
FOR ICE CREAM!

Covet Garden, the 2life App and KitchenAid ® are teaming up to make your summer even sweeter.
All you have to do is click HERE and sign up for a FREE subscription to Covet Garden online
magazine and the 2life newsletter. One reader* will win this KitchenAid ® Stand Mixer and Ice
Cream Maker attachment (suggested retail price $499.99 and $129.99). Good luck!

WIN
THIS!

*Click HERE for full contest rules and regulations
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GET YOURS NOW!

covet garden

HOME
decor inspiration for telling your own story

1

COVET GARDEN IN PRINT
THE PRINT EDITION OF COVET GARDEN HITS SELECT STORES ACROSS
CANADA THIS MONTH! (AND U.S. RETAILERS IN FALL). IT’S BURSTING AT
THE SEAMS WITH BEAUTIFUL PICTURES OF YOUR FAVOURITE SPACES
PLUS BRAND-NEW PLACES, INSPIRATION, DIY AND MORE!
DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS KEEPSAKE EDITION. CLICK HERE FOR A LIST
OF STOCKISTS OR VISIT OUR ONLINE SHOP TO ORDER.
covetgarden.com
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RASPBERRY SMASH
Melissa and Nina like to celebrate summer with a blend
of berry flavour and booze! photograph by Valerie Wilcox
38
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the drink

RASPBERRY SMASH
about 40 raspberries
20 oz cranberry juice
6 oz of your favourite Scotch whisky
(Melissa and Nina like Dewar’s)
crushed ice

1. Muddle the raspberries in the bottom
of a pitcher.
2. Add cranberry juice and whisky, stir
and add crushed ice. Serves 4.
covetgarden.com
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THE COVET
GARDEN
TOTE!
Sturdy enough
to carry books or
groceries, and with
a long strap and
a stunning Katy
Dockrill illustration!

BUY YOURS IN
OUR ONLINE
SHOP TODAY
FOR JUST $10!
40
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numbers game
Influenced by the folksy style of Paint By Number, we
searched out these fresh takes on the retro-craft pastime

3

1

2

5
4

6

1. Studio Liscious Rose Paint By Number pillow, $54 2. Ryan Kapp Pug screen print, $20 3. Stu
5. Lightflight Lighting lampshade $28 (shown with Threshold™ Spun Crackle Glass Lamp Base
8. Raw Bone Studio Vintage Paint by Number Kitten Garland, $17 9. Anthropologie Palenque r
Numbers, £40/roll 12. Modern and Vintage pencil case, $27 13. doe-c-doe Embroidered fabric h
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inspiration
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udio Liscious Paint by Number Blue Jay circle art, $24 4. Simbiosis by Julia iPad Mini case, $24
in Shell, $24) 6. Pink Dixie baby blanket, $65 7. Wayne White Beauty is Embarrassing print, $400
rug, $498 10. On Your Case iPhone case, $20 11. Jenny Wilkinson Venus Flutterby Wallpaper-by
hoop, $20
covetgarden.com
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in the next issue...
Follow
us on Twitter,
Instagram,
Pinterest and
Facebook

Visit the wide-open
spaces of Ghislaine,
Tony and their kids’
new old house.

Can’t wait until
next month for
the new issue of
Covet Garden?
Check out our blog
for more ideas
and inspiration!
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